
Safety in the right dimensions
Despite the desire to have as few barriers between human and machine as possible, there remain many applications where this is required to guarantee the required 
level of safety. At the same time, the efficiency of production must always be taken into account. For efficient safety concepts, safety gates as guards are therefore the 
best choice for many automation solutions. To ensure that the monitoring of the safety gates does not put too big a dent in the budget, users should consider how 
much safety they actually need.
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Pilz has successfully addressed the 

challenges of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. 
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More efficiently in the bag!
At Poco Loco, the configurable  

safe small controllers PNOZmulti 2  

guarantee the safe production of  

delicious tortilla chips.  
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Arndt Christ, Vice President Customer  

Support International, gives an interview  

about the reorganisation of Customer  

Support at Pilz. 
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There is also the question of what type of safety 

gate monitoring: Various solution approaches 

are available not only for securing the classic 

accessible safety gate but also for monitoring of 

maintenance flaps, for example. Safety  

switches are always an adequate safety  

solution if users do not require guard locking to 

achieve the necessary safety for human and 

machine. For example, if the solution is for  

machinery that does not have a hazardous 

overrun, meaning that basic protection already 

guarantees sufficient safety.

For users and against manipulation

No matter what type of protection users are 

looking for, every safety solution must be met 

with acceptance otherwise manipulation  

attemps are guaranteed. If safety takes on an 

oversized role, this unnecessarily limits the user 

friendliness. The issue of “defeating safegu-

ards” is therefore a key aspect of EN ISO 14119 

“Safety of Machinery – Interlocking devices  

associated with guards – Principles for design 

and selection”. The standard defines guiding 

principles for the design and selection of safety 

gate systems and therefore offers practical gui-

dance on how to prevent manipulation.

EN ISO 14119 classifies interlocking devices into 

classes and distinguishes four types of con-

struction with regard to the sensors or switches 

to be used: In addition to types 1 and 3, for 

which additional protective measures against 

manipulation are required, types 2 and 4 are 

used most frequently. Types 2 and 4 include 

coded interlocking devices while coded  

mechanical switches belong to type 2.

Continued on page 2  •
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 •Editorial
Dear Readers, 

Finding the good in the bad: highly topical 

thanks to the coronavirus pandemic, as the 

transformation our economy and company has 

undergone in the past months is enormous! At 

the beginning of the year, nobody would have 

thought that virtual collaboration could be im-

plemented and practised in almost all areas of 

the company in such a short time. This develop-

ment would never have been possible without 

digitalisation. The opportunities for networking 

and the exchange of data create the basis for 

collaboration at a distance. Especially for the 

core areas of your companies: the flexibility of 

production, remote services and virtual commis-

sioning are made possible with the collection,  

fusion and use of data. 

Digitalisation is the value driver for our economy 

to grow out of the crisis.  

More than ever it is important that we promote 

internal networking while at the same time 

continuing to develop the collaboration beyond 

corporate boundaries.

Acceptance of the possibilities of digitalisation 

is stronger than ever before: let us tackle this 

together.

Best regards,

   360° Continued from page 1

A coded actuator is a specially designed actuat-

ing element that belongs to an assigned switch. 

Interlocking devices of Type 4 include coded  

magnetic sensors or sensors with RFID techno-

logy. 

Which safety switch for which task? 

Even just this excerpt from the standard makes it 

clear: The topic of “preventing manipulation” is 

closely connected to the application situations. 

And these are varied. Much thought must there-

fore be given to what type of monitoring and 

which switch type are appropriate for which  

situation or safety gate type – swing and sliding 

doors, covers, flaps or rolling doors. Additional 

criteria concerning the installation situation itself 

must also be taken into account, such as whether 

this is space-critical or if particularly tough  

ambient conditions must be withstood. The eco-

nomic efficiency must naturally also be consi-

dered. And this is where – whenever guard lock-

ing is not required – the “simple” switches come in.

Even these simple solutions can master many of 

these application requirements and – without in-

curring unnecessarily high costs – can be used 

to monitor the most varied types of safety gates. 

Users can even select “their” dimension of safety 

in the Pilz PSEN sensor technology portfolio: if 

both human and process are to be protected, 

then mechanical safety switches PSENmech are 

suitable. If the highest safety is to be combined 

with unconditional economy, however, then  

non-contact magnetic safety switches  

PSENmag are just right as they can also be con-

cealed and can perform monitoring of the positi-

on in addition to monitoring of the setting. 

From “simple” to “more”

To be able to adapt applications over their life-

time with regard to their required safety, it is  

generally necessary to adapt safety measures as 

a follow-up. The adjustments have now become 

easier for users of safety switches: namely, when 

mechanical safety gate switches can also  

perform guard locking. How PSENmech with 

guard locking works: these new mechanical  

safety gate switches are suitable for an “update” 

of the safety as they guarantee guard locking of 

the safety gate until the hazardous production 

process is complete and the plant or machinery 

has stopped safely. They can also prevent  

production from being interrupted as a result of 

unauthorised access. This new PSENmech gen-

eration offers an economical basic solution for 

mechanical safety gate monitoring that can do 

Dr. Marc-Daniel Moessinger
Head of the Coordination Unit of the Baden-Württemberg Industrie 4.0 
Alliance

so much more. In combination with a controller 

such as the configurable safe small controller  

PNOZmulti 2, the Pilz safety switches also offer a 

number of evaluation options. In this manner, the 

economical safety gate solution becomes a 

complete solution. This means that anyone who 

requires safe and cost-optimised monitoring of 

their safety gates can “think small”. 

For complete gate applications that are to in-

clude pushbutton elements, on the other hand, 

modular safety gate systems would be better. 

With such comprehensive systems as a modular 

safety gate system, like those offered by Pilz,  

applications can be implemented (even more) 

flexibly and individually through the combination 

of individual components.  •

Online information 
at www.pilz.com

Covers can be reliably monitored with the magnetic safety switch PSENmag. In this application, an emergency stop of the knives is initiated  
as soon as the cover is opened, for example.

To retain an overview of safety relays, a complete 

solution with Safety Device Diagnostics (SDD) 

from Pilz is just the thing. SDD consists of a field-

bus module with a junction box and the  

corresponding safety devices. The conventional  

signal contacts on the safety devices are  

automatically activated by the fieldbus module 

and enabled for the diagnostic system. Together 

A forward-looking  
combination

with the coded non-contact safety switches 

PSENcode, for example, it offers comprehensive 

diagnostics and the option of simple series con-

nection. An additional benefit is the remote main-

tenance via web server. The combination of SDD 

and PSENcode thus offers an efficient solution 

with reduced downtimes.
Webcode: 

web150523
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   Panorama The ActiveCollaborator demonstrates a new approach to intralogistics

An active colleague

The ActiveCollaborator proves that mobile appli-

cations are capable of more than transporting 

material: the self-driving transport system picks 

up a compact lightweight robot, moves it to any 

chosen point of use in the operating range and 

puts it down there. The robot performs its task at 

the destination. At the same time, the autono-

mous transport system is available for other 

tasks and can move other robots to their point of 

use, distribute materials or transport other func-

tion modules. The autonomous system is thus 

suitable as a flexible support during production 

and assembly to relieve workers of monotonous, 

strenuous or dangerous tasks. 

Pilz highly values technical customer care. This is no small task, however, particularly in the area of safe automation with its large number of international  
standards and directives. Arndt Christ, Vice President Customer Support International, explains how Pilz is strengthening its Customer Support for global  
customer care.

In production, solutions that can be flexibly adapted to changing circumstances are becoming increasingly more important.  
An example of this is the ActiveCollaborator, which Bosch Rexroth developed together with Pilz and Schunk.

Focus on global service

• Mr Christ, Customer Support has a long  

tradition at Pilz. How did it start?

Customer Support was started in 2001 to im-

prove our technical customer focus. This com-

bined various areas from the Development and 

Sales departments. Step by step we began to 

get involved in the topic of service.  

• What happened next?

In addition to our product support and the  

system integration, meaning the implementation 

of Pilz products in customer projects, consulting 

and training have become more important. What 

was a handful of employees twenty years ago 

has turned into 130 experts in the service of safe 

automation.   

• Pilz has now restructured its Customer  

Support. Why is that?

The German market and thus the German sub-

sidiary are particularly important to the Pilz 

Group. This is reflected in the daily work. At the 

same time, Pilz is an international company. Our 

42 subsidiaries are not only active in sales 

around the world, they also offer our customers 

comprehensive advice on all questions concern-

ing safe automation, provide support during the 

technical implementation and provide training on 

the topic of machinery safety. To satisfy both the 

German market and the international tasks, we 

have transferred all customer-oriented groups 

and processes under the responsibility of  

Customer Support to now be under the respon-

sibility of the German subsidiary.

 

• The new name of “Customer Support Inter-

national” also highlights this international  

focus. Can you speak a little about that?

Gladly. Our goal is focusing on international 

headquarters tasks such as solution develop-

ment and support, the further internal develop-

ment and standardisation of our global enginee-

ring services. Specifically speaking, we are per-

forming and optimising two central tasks: Firstly 

we directly process customer requirements and 

processes, for example in countries in which we 

   Inside Customer Support at Pilz is becoming Customer Support International

do not have our own subsidiary. Secondly we 

perform the global headquarters functions for 

our Support and Services colleagues. In this 

manner we can best support and assist our sub-

sidiaries.

• How is the CSI set up?  

We work in five different groups: the Business 

Areas section offers support primarily in our key 

industries and in the international project han-

dling. The Academy is responsible for training 

activities. The Repair Center performs the repair 

of products. The Software Application and Tests 

group creates application examples as well as 

approved software blocks for our automation 

system PSS 4000 and represents the customer 

in our development processes. And finally the 

Support Center, which supports the subsidiar-

ies, system partners and key customers and co-

ordinates service calls around the world.

• How does the restructuring benefit the  

customers?  

They benefit indirectly through our expertise in 

“their” country as one of the main tasks of the 

CSI is to qualify and pass on knowledge, such as 

on the topic of machinery safety or with regard to 

our new products. Pilz is therefore able to  

provide and apply knowledge on a transnational 

basis and to operate across borders with a con-

sistent level of professionalism and quality.

With the employees of the CSI, customers are 

also assisted by an expert team that supports 

the subsidiaries with over 20 years of experience 

and knowledge, for example with complex tasks 

or when developing larger-scale concepts. The 

Pilz subsidiary always takes the lead on this type 

of project. Additional expertise is added by the 

CSI employees with their deep knowledge of 

product technology and good connections to 

the specialist departments, product management 

or development.  •

Three systems, one flexible solution

The ActiveCollaborator is comprised of three 

core elements: an autonomous transport system 

ActiveShuttle, a manipulator and an intelligent 

gripper. 

The respective software is flexible and open for 

user-specific tasks. With its 24  VDC power  

supply, the manipulator module PRBT from Pilz 

is ideally suited for this mobile application. It also 

offers open physical and virtual interfaces so that 

components from other manufacturers can be 

added. In the current application, the manipula-

tor PRBT is equipped with an intelligent gripper 

EGH from Schunk. 

Thanks to integrated certified safety technology, 

PRBT can be used without a safety fence and 

connected wirelessly to the ActiveShuttle man-

agement system. The robot system can thus be 

used in close proximity to humans.

Dynamic route and fleet management

The autonomous navigation of the ActiveShuttle 

is performed within a defined environment using 

the Locator software components. The system 

first creates a map, which it then stores internally 

or on a server. With a fleet of several vehicles, all 

have access to the server. They receive up-to-

date information on their surroundings and can 

re-plan their routes independently. Furthermore, 

the higher-level ActiveShuttle Management  

System coordinates the fleet and serves as an 

interface to the ERP system. Through the Active-

Collaborator, Bosch Rexroth, Pilz and Schunk are 

demonstrating the potential of mobile applica-

tions for the factory of the future.  •
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   Inside The coronavirus pandemic is demanding adaptability, not only from Pilz

   Inside Zone and Area Monitoring in Practice

As the partner of companies in the food, hygiene 

and pharmaceutical industry, Pilz was able to 

provide strong support to the system-relevant 

areas in the past months. Subsidiaries at loca-

tions in Italy, Spain and Great Britain continued 

to work with special permission despite the lock-

down. Different locations also made contribu-

tions: Pilz supported a German company for 

technical textiles with safety consultation for  

production processes as they relocated their 

production of protective masks from Asia to  

Germany. Safety technology from Pilz was also 

put into action for a European car manufacturer 

that converted an existing production line for the  

vehicle body into a production line for ventilators. 

Even their own production in Ostfildern was 

quickly adapted to produce everyday masks.

Digital classroom

The pandemic resulted in a digitalisation boost 

that Pilz is responding to: Pilz Academy is offer-

ing the highest demand training courses as 

classroom-based training as well as online. The 

Mexico subsidiary, for example, has swiftly  

switched its offer to webinars with a total of 

700  participants due to the shutdown. In  

Germany, the digital version of the “Automation 

on tour” training series is experiencing great po-

pularity with over 1,000  participants. Susanne 

Kunschert, Managing Partner of Pilz, has an  

Whether for conveyor sys-

tems, packaging machines or 

assembly lines, high flexibility  

combined with a high degree 

of safety is a prerequisite for an 

efficient production process – 

in M. Tanner‘s case, high-per-

formance blow moulding machines that produce 

up to 85,000 containers per hour. The journey of 

the so-called preform from blowing to the final 

filled PET bottle – packaged and ready for trans-

port – is very complex. Any company like  

M. Tanner that builds modular supply lines for 

major manufacturers of industrial filling systems 

has to keep up with the pace as well as process 

and quality regulations. 

Company CEO Marco Tanner explains how his 

business implemented an efficient safety con-

cept using PSENopt II light curtains.

What does your light curtain solution look like?

We use PSENopt II type 3 light curtains in  

conjunction with the PNOZmulti 2 configurable 

safe small controllers and the PNOZmulti Mini 

Time for flexibility

Light curtains: an efficient way  
to make loading areas safe

Since the beginning of the year, coronavirus SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19 has been presenting industry with new challenges.  
Pilz and its customers find themselves facing these obstacles and are reacting flexibly to the situation.

Depending on requirements, light curtains can be a particularly flexible way to implement safety regulations. They protect man and machine  
and are economical to use, thus fulfilling two key factors. Swiss company M. Tanner AG relies on PSENopt II light curtains from Pilz for the  
safety concept of its barrier-free tippers, which weigh in at several tonnes. 

In brief ...

Product macros

from Pilz now

available in the

EPLAN Data Portal

Commissioning made easy

To design smooth automation processes, 

detailed planning and design of the proce-

dures is necessary. Possible error sources 

in the wiring should already be identified 

and prevented in the planning phase. Pilz 

now offers a total of 1,700 product macros 

for its products from the areas of sensor 

technology, control technology and drive 

technology for this purpose in the EPLAN 

Data Portal.

Using the Pilz article number, users can 

find a number of window macros in the 

EPLAN Data Portal. Using figures of the 

components, the selection of the correct 

product macro is supported visually.  

Additional help is provided by help text 

and macros for the layout of control  

cabinets. 

The Pilz product macros are available in 

German and English as well as in different 

versions.

Webcode: web215398

optimistic view of the future with regard to the 

company’s adaptability: “I am positive that we 

will overcome this situation thanks to our flexibil-

ity, the stability of our values and our strategic 

orientation.”  •

compact controllers. Along the Preform Lines, 

PNOZmulti Mini monitors safety functions such 

as emergency stop, safety gates and light  

curtains. For the tipping section we use the type 

3 light curtains. The solution allowed us to meet 

the required safety level cost-effectively.

What were your criteria? How do you choose 

your safety curtains?

We need to design efficient workflows with  

open access on one side of the loading area, but 

the start of the stroke process has to be reliably 

secured. So the safety concept for our heavy  

tippers had to be barrier-free but also faster than 

average and extremely robust. Pilz’s light cur-

tains fulfil those requirements.

Why did M. Tanner choose PSENopt II?

Our customers know that M. Tanner installations 

are standardised, highly reliable safety solutions. 

The Pilz solution has enabled us to meet the  

requirements for proactive diagnostic and ser-

vice concepts at the same time – a plus that our 

operators and users appreciate.  •
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... Dirk Sonder

With its range of products, Poco Loco from  

Roeselare is one of the market leaders in the 

area of Tex-Mex products. To be able to offer a 

wide range of products, efficient manufacturing 

processes are absolutely necessary. The manu-

facturing process for tortilla chips starts with the 

measuring and mixing of the ingredients. Then 

the dough is processed by an extrusion press 

and sheeter. Following the drying process, the 

snacks are fried in the hot oil of a deep fryer to 

then be seasoned and – after passing a quality 

check – packaged for the customer. A compre-

hensive production process with specifically de-

fined process steps that the interlinked plant 

must execute precisely in a coordinated manner.

Better control as part of a whole

“The decentralised control of the plant led to  

difficulties in the past,” reports the PLC program-

mer Jeroom Verstraete from Poco Loco,  

“because the interlinked production line was  

installed by different machine builders and the 

plant control was also a combination of various 

PLCs and safety relays.” The machines were de-

signed as separate units – cumbersome han-

dling not only on the control level. Every plant 

section, for example, had its own emergency 

stop circuit which led to the emergency stops at 

times shutting down safety zones independently 

of one another. Francky Maveau, Head of the Elec-

tronics department at Poco Loco, describes an-

other major disadvantage: “When all emergency 

stops are activated in series for one safety con-

troller, it is often difficult to exactly pinpoint the 

problem in the event of failures. This frequently 

led to longer downtimes.” It became clear to the 

snackmaker: not only a safe production line but 

also more efficient operation should be the goal.

Always a safe view of production

After the retrofit by Pilz, visualisation of the entire 

system is designed so that problems can be  

detected early and do not have any major effect 

on the overall process. The small controller  

PNOZmulti  2 has a technical solution for this 

problem in that every safety component is as-

signed a unique DIAG address (Dynamic Infor-

mation and Action Gateway address) via the 

software. Information can thus be transferred via 

a fieldbus system to the higher-level controller. 

These are prepared for diagnostics and shown 

on the display of the small controller as status 

messages. This can directly transfer up to 20  

different messages irrespective of the higher- 

level plant control system. 

   Solutions PNOZmulti 2 guarantees safety and efficiency in a production line for tortilla chips 

More efficiently in the bag!
To increase efficiency and safety, the snack food manufacturer Poco Loco decided to optimise its production lines and processes together  
with Pilz. Since the retrofit, the configurable safe small controllers PNOZmulti 2 guarantee the consistently good and also safe production of  
delicious tortilla chips.

Senior Vice President Production 

• Mr Sonder, first a cyberattack and then the 

coronavirus pandemic: what impact did these 

events have on production at Pilz?

The impact was enormous: after the cyberat-

tack we had to briefly resort to analogue  

organisation of all our electronic processes. 

Our years of experience with shop floor meet-

ings were helpful as they enabled organisation 

and communication without e-mails and the 

telephone. By restoring SAP basic functions, 

we were able to deliver products and gradually 

restart production after a few days. Just six 

weeks after the attack we were able to clear 

our backlogs and once again achieve a  

delivery reliability of over 90 %. The corona- 

virus pandemic then presented us with new 

challenges: we briefly had to close our plant in  

China, including production.

• How flexible is Pilz production when facing 

such situations?

We were able to cushion the loss of production 

capacities in China and later in France by  

quickly shifting the production to our other 

plants. The high level of standardisation of our 

production enabled this shift in such a short 

time because we can produce the most im-

portant product families in several plants.

• What role does the topic of security play 

in production at Pilz?

Our security requirements have increased. 

The detected risks have been addressed – 

but it will remain a continual topic to adapt 

our own protective devices to the latest threat 

level! 

We are also continuing to provide our pro- 

 

duction technicians with qualification regard-

ing security awareness so that every process 

is also assessed from security standpoints 

before entering series production.

Three minutes with ...

The configurable safe small controller PNOZmulti 2 from Pilz is now the central safety component that monitors 
the tortilla chip production line.
The solution from Pilz not only made the production line safer, but also more efficient. The time required for both 
the engineering and the troubleshooting was reduced considerably.

The small controller PNOZmulti 2 controls all safety 
functions, whereby status indicators can also be  
called up on the illuminated display if necessary.

Technicians can thereby perform diagnostics  

immediately without having to connect a laptop 

for more detailed diagnostics. With the configu-

ration tool PNOZmulti Configurator, at Poco 

Loco not only the technicians responsible for the 

programming of the PLC but also other technical 

employees can create a PNOZmulti program and 

even modify one with corresponding authorisa-

tion. To do so, the entire technical department at 

Poco Loco received training in the set-up and 

operation of the system. At the same time, the 

PNOZmulti Configurator can be used for easier 

diagnostics of an error when troubleshooting.

Moves better, produces better

The motion management for the plant was also 

optimised with regard to safety and diagnostics: 

The production line was converted to drives with 

frequency converters that are equipped with the 

STO function (safe torque off). If an emergency 

stop is triggered, the connection via PNOZmulti 2 

ensures that the drive is stopped in a controlled 

manner via the STO function. A number of safety 

switches are installed on the interlinked produc-

tion plant for tortilla chips in addition to fifteen 

emergency stops. The production line itself is  

divided up into zones so that shutdown in one 

zone has no effect on another zone. The deep 

fryer can continue to work, for example, when 

there is an error at the start of the line. 

The modernisation was able to optimise the  

entire production process for the long term, with 

safety as standard. The central control compo-

nent ensures that the downtimes decrease and 

the production efficiency increases.  •
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Restart interlock for light curtain

When securing plant or machinery with the 

aid of light curtains, the light curtains must 

not restart as long as there are people in 

the danger zone. 

This is often solved using additional safety 

sensors or by means of a visual inspec-

tion, meaning taking a look in the danger 

zone. Pilz now offers a safe, economical 

solution with the accessory PSENopt  II 

lockout. 

It is comprised of an assembly unit for  

lateral mounting on the light curtain  

PSENopt  II as well as a swivel arm. If  

someone enters the danger zone, the 

swivel arm can be positioned in front of the 

light curtain’s field of vision and secured 

with a lock. The light curtain thus no longer 

has a free field of vision and a restart is 

prevented – without the use of additional 

safety sensors.

Webcode: web150418

Pioneers of safety
“It is time for Pilz to show the Canadians what we have achieved around the world.” Andreas Sobotta, CEO of Pilz Canada, sees great 
potential for the second-largest country in the world. His team has been increasing machinery safety on the ground for seven years.

   Profile Interest in safe automation is growing in North America

The new headquarters in Mississauga, north of  

Toronto, was only opened in June 2019. In addi-

tion to the improved accessibility, the location 

also offers an ample warehouse to ensure  

delivery capability at all times as well as a training 

room. This is frequently booked due to the pop-

ularity of the CMSE® – Certified Machinery Safety 

Expert training courses. The Pilz subsidiary is in 

good company in the area: its neighbours in-

clude important technology partners and poten-

tial customers. This is especially important to 

Andreas Sobotta, as he and his team place the 

highest priority on personal customer relations. 

The workforce doubled in the last four years 

 alone and today there are ten employees at the 

headquarters in Mississauga and an additional 

location in Quebec. 

Broad network for tailored solutions

To be able to support their customers in any 

questions relating to safe automation, the sub-

sidiary would like to continue to grow their  

Technical Support in particular as well as at their 

locations in Quebec and West Canada. Addi-

tional sales partners also support Pilz Canada. 

Together they wish to help raise the profile of 

safe automation in North America. “Until now, 

safety has been important primarily in Ontario 

and Quebec. We are still pioneers in other parts 

of the country,” states Andreas Sobotta. The 

network of global Pilz subsidiaries is also con-

tributing to the successful implementation of  

customer projects. They can thus offer their cus-

tomers one-stop solutions that meet the require-

ments of different markets.

Helping to shape safety

Pilz has also been actively helping to shape ma-

chinery safety in terms of standards, for example 

working in mirror committees for CSA Z432 and 

also for TC199, in working group 5 for the gener-

al principles for machine design and risk assess-

ment. The expertise is furthermore proving ad-

vantageous in current projects as Canadian 

Around the world, the phrase Industrie  4.0 

stands for the digitalisation efforts made by  

German industry. A key question that the mem-

bers from SmartFactory KL research and indus-

try also asked themselves relates to the role of 

people. Is autonomous production excluding all 

people in the future? The answer was clear:  

machinery and AI methods will not achieve the 

cognitive and creative capacity of humans. They 

will remain the focus of production in the role of 

decision-maker and person in charge. With the 

phrase Production Level 4, the research platform 

has coined a new term for autonomous produc-

tion: autonomy – human and IT communicate 

with one another as autonomous elements and 

enable maximum agility for products in batch 

size 1. This offers benefits such as the agile re-

sponse to external influences and greater trans-

parency due to the automated preparation of 

data.

Industrie 4.0 is becoming Production Level 4

The world’s first Production Level 4 Demonstrator 

reflects the current research and development 

results and shows how Production Level 4 can 

be implemented in practice. As a member of  

the demonstration and research platform  

SmartFactory KL, Pilz has helped to develop uni-

form standards for Industrie  4.0 for years. The 

automation experts also actively supported the 

construction of the new Demonstrator. Pilz  

safety solutions protect the physical and digital 

access to the machine and the process. Combi-

ning machinery safety components and the  

firewall Pilz SecurityBridge resulted in an access 

   Panorama SmartFactory KL is examining new issues using Production Level 4

How will we work in the future?
The demonstration and research platform SmartFactory KL has spent 15 years asking how production of the future will look. 
At the beginning the focus was on Industrie 4.0 with the associated digitalisation and networking of machinery, but now 
the initiative is taking the next step.

In brief ...

European standards for presses

revised

The European standards that previ-

ously applied for the design and use 

of presses were EN 692 for mechan-

ical presses, EN  693 for hydraulic 

presses and EN  13736 for pneumatic 

presses. Following a revision, these press 

standards are now included under the 

new series of standards EN  ISO  16092. 

The safety aspects for all presses are  

described collectively in Part  1, Part  2  

focuses on mechanical presses, Part 3 on  

hydraulic presses and Part 4 on pneumat-

ic presses.

Important changes include the classifica-

tion according to the required perfor-

mance level in accordance with 

ISO 13849-1 for relevant safety functions. 

In addition, the specifications for noise 

measurement have been revised. The EU 

has determined a transitional period for 

implementation of the standards for 

EN  692 and EN  13736 until September 

2021 and for EN  693 until March 2021. 

This means that machinery can currently 

be designed according to the new as well 

as the old standards. It would be sensible, 

however, to apply the new standards to 

projects just commencing. Pilz offers ap-

propriate solutions for this that are already 

tailored to EN ISO 16092 Part 1 to 3.

Webcode: web1061

companies are increasingly looking to other mar-

kets for customers due to the trade policies of 

the USA. The safety experts at Pilz can provide 

support for their customers in CE marking for the  

European market, for example. 

“Our market share in the area of machinery safety 

has grown by almost a third to just under 9 per-

cent within a year,” exults Andreas Sobotta. The 

pioneering work for more safety is paying divi-

dends.  •

concept that merges safety and industrial  

security.   •

You can learn more about the Demonstrator on 

the website of SmartFactory KL: 

https://smartfactory.de/en/demonstrator-2020/
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Apropos ...

 •

With Mat P. on his automation tour

Whether he’s dealing with  

applications from the fields  

of packaging, automotive,  

traffic engineering or metal  

processing – as an expert,  

Mathias P. travels the world with automation solutions by and for 

Pilz. He often talks to his wife about his experiences ... 

• What kind of project were you introduced to last week by  

your colleagues in Belgium? It had something to do with trains 

again, correct? 

Yes, exactly. We were on-site at the Bombardier plant in Bruges.  

I’m sure you have heard that name before: they are a major train 

manufacturer. In any case, they put new trains through their paces 

there, both electrically and functionally, before they hit the rails. 

Imagine: more than 5,000 connection points are tested on each 

train in testing cages under high voltage of 1,000 volts! I was very 

impressed.

• Wow, that sounds exciting! But isn’t that type of high-voltage 

cage risky?

As long as there is a well thought-out safety concept, nothing can 

go wrong. That is why Pilz provided consultation during the installation 

of the cages and the safe design of the high-voltage tests. The con-

trol of all safe inputs and outputs, the E-STOP pushbuttons and 

the coded safety switches PSENcode is performed by the auto-

mation system PSS 4000. As soon as an emergency stop is trig-

gered, the entire cage is disconnected from the power supply.  

The doors are monitored by the safety switches PSENcode so 

that employees cannot open the doors to the test cage on-site 

without authorisation.

• Doesn’t the test coordinator lose track with so many  

functions?  

No, employees can view the safety functions on the control cabi-

net and perform rapid diagnostics. Because errors can be quickly 

identified and rectified, for example, operation is not interrupted for 

long. Also, the test coordinator can personally stop processes in 

order to perform certain inspections or to prevent unsafe situa-

tions.

Fit for the future
A machine has gotten older and is still reliably performing its work but the technology, and the safety technology in particular, is no longer state-of-the-art?  
In this case a retrofit can save machinery from the scrap heap with a true efficiency boost – and save the customer from a new investment.

   Panorama More output and safety for existing machinery

The focus is always on maximising productivity 

and efficiency when using plant and machinery – 

particularly with regard to decisions on invest-

ments. Safety technology can be easily relegated 

to the background. It is worthwhile, however, to 

detect and eliminate potential safety risks for  

humans and machines early on, from the design 

phase and ongoing operation to the retrofit of a 

machine, and not just because of the legal re-

quirements. 

Additional safety through a structured mainte-

nance plan also means cost savings: Machine 

availability can be maximised without having 

compromise on safety. 

What must be taken into account?

With the increasing digitalisation of processes, 

maintenance is also changing across industries. 

Innovative operating and maintenance concepts 

are growing in importance here. To not only  

modernise plant and machinery but also make it 

safe at the same time, one suitable solution is a 

holistic approach. Liability plays an important role 

in this. The parties responsible within an organisa-

tion for production and maintenance are con-

cerned with the legal protection as a company or 

with the compliance with national requirements 

that the operator must be familiar with and imple-

ment. In addition, maintenance engineers must 

know when and above all how safety-related  

assessments and inspections are to be per-

formed on machinery. 

Globally compliant use of machinery

As soon as a machine is modified as part of the 

retrofit, a new risk assessment and conformity  

assessment – such as CE marking in the EU – is 

generally required. Manufacturers or operators of 

machinery often find themselves facing complex 

compliance and legal issues. Pilz can provide 

support here thanks to its many years of knowl-

edge: The international service portfolio includes 

not only the risk assessment and system integra-

tion for old and new machinery, but also the inter-

national conformity assessment for compliant 

machines worldwide.

Retrofits in practice

A successful example is the retrofit of a servo  

eccentric press that punches shopping trolley 

chips. The mechanical components were still fully 

intact, but the control and drive technology was  

outdated. This limited not only the reliability and 

the output, but also the safety. The press could 

no longer be used in this condition. For this  

reason, Pilz was commissioned to carry out a 

comprehensive risk assessment, verification of 

the safety solutions and a new CE  marking as 

part of the modernisation process. The new  

solution included safety light guards PSENopt  II 

as well as an electronic rotary cam arrangement 

to ensure that the press stops if the overrun is too 

large. An additional safety benefit is provided by 

the PITreader reading unit which controls the  

access permission for the machine: Only author-

ised machine operators are given access with 

their individual RFID transponder key. Through a 

structured maintenance plan, Pilz managed to im-

prove the machine availability without costly new 

investments – while at the same time offering  

more safety.

Experts for retrofits

Retrofitting is a complex topic for maintenance 

engineers and is accompanied by various ques-

tions. Experts are constantly grappling with these 

questions. For this reason, Pilz can support main-

tenance and modernisation measures with its 

many years of expertise: from the retrofit itself and 

tailored services to training courses.  •

Online information 
at www.pilz.com

Webcode: 

web181840

A retrofit means the upgrade of a machine to the 

“state of the art”. There are many different star-

ting situations here:

-  The state of the art has been developed  

further

-  Maintenance measures are difficult to perform 

as access to certain locations is difficult

- Safety measures can be better implemented 

through technical safety solutions than through 

work instructions

What is a retrofit exactly?
A retrofit offers an alternative to new investment 

as access is improved for maintenance work 

and the productivity of the machine can be in-

creased, for example if intelligent safety compo-

nents for electronic access controls or the safe 

monitoring of movements are integrated.

After the retrofit by Pilz, the servo eccentric press is not only safer to use but also more efficient.
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   Outlook New products

Safely monitor and control furnaces
With the new base unit PNOZ  m  B1 Burner, the safe small controller  

PNOZmulti 2 now also monitors and controls applications in burner man-

agement. This includes safety-critical processes such as the safe ignition of 

fuel and the monitoring of a furnace during operation. PNOZmulti  2 can 

thus be used efficiently in almost all areas of burner management and also 

reliably controls plant-dependent safety functions. 

The software tool PNOZmulti Configurator supports the base unit from  

With the new safety gate system PSENmech with guard lock function, Pilz 

offers an economical basic solution for mechanical safety gate monitoring. 

The safety gate is safely locked until the plant or machine stops. An unin-

tended start-up of the hazardous movement is prevented. Thanks to the 

escape release and emergency unlocking device options, PSENmech is 

suitable for accessible doors in a number of industries and applications. 

The head and the 3D actuator being made of metal means that the  

With the operator terminals PMIvisu v807 and v812, Pilz has supplemented 

its portfolio of operator terminals to include two extremely robust, powerful 

versions for professional visualisation and diagnostics of automation  

processes. 

The capacitive operator terminals are available in both a 7-inch and a 12.1-

inch version and equipped with the Windows  10 operating system. Their 

scratch and impact-resistant glass touch screens are rugged and low-wearing. 

PSENmech is insensitive to dirt, dust and water. The robust safety gate  

system also ensures high availability. The installation of PSENmech can be 

performed easily and flexibly thanks to the choice between various actua-

tors as well as the M12 connection. PSENmech in combination with the con-

figurable safe small controllers PNOZmulti 2 offers an economical complete 

solution for safety gate monitoring with guard locking.

They are thus suitable for industrial use in dusty or dirty environments. 

The web-based visualisation software PASvisu is already installed and  

licensed on the operator terminals. Together with the powerful processor, 

fast and simple operation is therefore possible. For efficient diagnostics, the 

compact operator terminals display plain text messages, thereby increasing 

the productivity of the plant and machinery.

Safely locks gates

Easily operate industrial applications

version 10.12. Thanks to the special burner function block, even compli-

cated processes can be configured easily. PNOZ m B1 Burner is certified 

by TÜV  SÜD in accordance with the standards EN  50156 for electrical 

equipment for furnaces and EN 298 for automatic burner control systems. 

It is approved up to PL e/Cat. 4 of EN ISO 13849-1 and SIL 3 of IEC 61508.
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